Episode 61 – Must be Talking About the Wrong Race
Coming Up
Chris: Welcome to Sidepodcast, Episode 61 – Must be Talking About the Wrong Race. Coming up on today’s show,
we discuss the Schumacher movie, Alonso’s return to form, and which lollipop men are brave.
Intro
Me: Hello woman.
Chris: Oh, don’t start with me.
Me: Oh, can’t I call you woman for the rest of the podcast? For the rest of eternity?
Chris: No. No.
Me: Woman. Make me some tea, woman. Just in honour of the BBC and poor journalism.
Chris: Yea, I wrote a bit of a blog rant about the BBC, they reported Danica’s win as “Woman makes Indy car history.”
Woman does.
Me: Yes. Not Danica Patrick. Woman.
Chris: Anyway, we’re above that. You’re not gonna be calling me woman.
Me: Fair enough. What about wench?
Chris: I’m just gonna ignore you and apparently, so should everyone else.
Me: Why’s that?
Chris: Last week we had a couple of comments/complaints that you were talking a bit fast.
Me: I did get a bit excited.
Chris: You were a little bit manic.
Me: Yea, I got a bit high on Red Bull because we were a bit tired after the whole holiday thing, and then when I got
into the mood of it, it was like really quick, and I was just firing off questions like this, and answering, didn’t pause,
just exhausted everybody who was…
Chris: Trying to listen.
Me: Listening.
Chris: Yea, it’s amazing how one week off makes all the difference.
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Me: Lost the plot really. So I promise this week I’m going to try and talk a little bit slower, a little bit more relaxed.
Had a cup of tea before we started, not so much adrenalin.
Good Week/Bad Week
Chris: It’s been a good week for Michael Schumacher because there are rumours that a film about his life is in the
planning stages with a Hollywood producer interested. It’d be called: The Michael Schumacher Story. Catchy title,
and the latest gossip is that Bruce Willis could play Murray Walker.
Me: I don’t know about a good week for Michael Schumacher, that’s a fantastic week for Murray Walker. He must be
pleased as punch.
Chris: It’s been a bad week for McLaren as their motorhome has been ousted as the tallest one in the paddock. Force
India turned up in Spain with a monstrosity of a thing, although it should be noted that McLaren’s is still wider.
Me: From the air, the McLaren motorhome still looks bigger though, it has a larger surface area, and apparently the
Force India one isn’t that much bigger on the inside.
Chris: So, Force India, all talk as usual.
Me: I wouldn’t be surprised if they didn’t make that roof a little bit taller than they first planned it to be, just so they
could say it was taller than the McLaren one.
Chris: It’s been a good week for neighbours, not the TV show, because McLaren, despite being one‐upped on the
motorhome thing, invited Force India and Super Aguri round to theirs for a tea party. There was tea and cakes and
Davidson said he really liked the apple juice.
Me: Do we think that Davidson is sucking up to Ron for a test drive there? Because wasn’t that apple juice made to
Ron’s exact specifications?
Chris: How many specifications can there be for apple juice really? Apples.
Me: Juice. That’s pretty much it. It’s just a coincidence maybe, that Davidson really liked Ron’s exact specification.
Just a coincidence.
Chris: It’s been a bad week for Alonso as Ferrari have basically categorically stated that they wouldn’t be interested
in signing him as a driver alongside Raikkonen. The whole thing is actually quite messy because Luca di Montezemolo
said they wouldn’t want to harm themselves by having Alonso on board. Then Flavio spoke up, I guess trying to
defend Alonso, and said that you shouldn’t have two amazing drivers in your team, it’s just asking for trouble. So I
bet that made Piquet feel great.
Me: I don’t think Piquet thinks he’s an amazing driver anymore, do you? I bet last year he did, but surely after his
first couple of races, he must be thinking, maybe I’m only average.
Chris: He did come into the sport all cocky but not so much now.
Me: It’s been a bit of a baptism of fire, hasn’t it?
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News and Views
Chris: The Valencian GP has sold out, hasn’t it?
Me: Very quickly, wasn’t it like, four days or something?
Chris: They might actually be in a bit of trouble.
Me: And why’s that?
Chris: Well, the project is in it’s last stages, they’re just laying the asphalt, but and environmental group called Verda
have been raising questions about the event. So far the EU have been ignoring their requests but this time they may
have discovered issues relating to the bidding process and the noise levels of the cars.
Me: Well there have been noise pollution problems in places like Monza, but there we take issue because people
have moved near the race track and then complained, even though they knew there was a race track already there.
In this case, the people live in Valencia, and the race track came to them, so they may have a point on this one.
Chris: I guess if you’re not an F1 fan, they’re going to be pretty loud cars.
Me: They’re really loud cars, you wouldn’t want that running past your doorstep, would you?
Chris: The EU Environment Commissioner is going to investigate possible violations by the organisers.
Me: It doesn’t bode well for the future of street circuits, does it? Currently being hailed as the answer to all dull
Grand Prix problems.
Chris: But this Valencian GP has been dogged by problems from the very start because it was involved in that
political thing.
Me: Yea, with Bernie. Like, you’re not going to get this track unless this party gets in. And then the party got in and
they got a track.
Chris: You never want to mix F1 and politics like that I don’t think.
[Sweeper]
Chris: After the test in Barcelona at the beginning of February, and racist behaviour towards Lewis Hamilton, the FIA
announced the Racing Against Racism campaign. It’s now the everyRace campaign, but no one seems to have
noticed that the name’s changed.
Me: No, I didn’t. The only reason I knew is because you told me in F1 Minute.
Chris: It launched this weekend in Barcelona, but it’s slightly peculiar how they announced it, because the FIA
President seems to have vanished.
Me: Did they announce it? It was just a bit of a press release, and it was only a little bit of information at the bottom
of an FIA press release, it was about something else entirely, wasn’t it?
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Chris: The press release was about the fact that the RFEA, which is like the BRDC of Spain, have presented the FIA
with a comprehensive report regarding the troubles in February, and then at the bottom it said, oh yea, by the way,
we’re launching the everyRace campaign.
Me: Which isn’t the Racing Against Racism campaign which we said we would launch at this race. It’s another one.
Chris: I wanna know what’s wrong with Racing Against Racism.
Me: I liked that title. I get the impression that a lot of people are spending too much time in a room with a flipchart,
brainstorming ideas. What can we rhyme with Racism? Racing? Racism? What else rhymes? And this is what they’re
coming up with.
Chris: You’d be forgiven if you haven’t heard about it though, because Fernando Alonso and Pedro de la Rosa both
said they didn’t know a thing about it.
Me: This is the de la Rosa from the McLaren team. The team who backed this campaign the moment it was
announced back in February. He didn’t have a clue?
Chris: He said: “I was not aware of this campaign or anything to be honest, all I can say is that the Spanish people will
show the world how good they are this weekend, and how good, historically, they have been.”
Me: But they had their photographs… Fernando Alonso had his photograph taken for the website. Did they not tell
him why his photograph was being taken?
Chris: Well, that’s a bit weird as well because the FIA commissioned award‐winning photographer Darren Heath.
Me: We read his blog, we mentioned it on here previously.
Chris: We did. They commissioned him to take a set of portraits, but I think the key point is the set is called: Faces of
Racing. Which doesn’t mention racism. And F1.com said the portraits were now available on the everyRace site
which just leads me to believe that they weren’t necessarily done for this campaign in the first place.
Me: They’ve just been shoehorned in there. The drivers just came along for the Faces of Racing campaign, and
suddenly they end up on a website that no one’s told them about.
Chris: And the website is awful.
Me: Dull, dull, dull.
Chris: It’s everyrace.net, and it has some inspirational sentences on there, and the pictures. The pictures they fade
into each other like you’re looking at one person then it changes into another person, it’s kinda hard to explain.
Me: It’s not hard to explain actually. I can explain it very easily. Michael Jackson – Black & White video. Cutting edge,
absolutely mindblowing that video. They’ve just ripped it off, 100%. Except it’s not quite as good.
Chris: It’s also not as good as the Sign the Pact website that we talked about last week.
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Me: Yea, you talked about the Sign the Pact website last week, it’s actually Join the Pact, and you’ve got it wrong
again.
Chris: I’ve got it wrong twice.
Me: Somehow in your head it’s called Sign the Pact.
Chris: Yea, I have a mental block on that.
Me: When you type that domain name, does it take you anywhere, or do you find you’re in a different website?
Chris: I don’t need to look at it now, I’ve looked at it once, I’ve done, I’ve signed the pact.
Me: So you haven’t been back all week? Oh, I have.
Chris: Have you? Why?
Me: This is the thing, this is the sign of a really good website. I’ve been back maybe four or five times this week
because I really like signing my name with the mouse on the website. I like seeing it appear. I like practicing. It’s fun.
Chris: You know you can just do that in like, paint or something?
Me: Yea, the website’s really cool because I get a certificate and I feel proud.
Chris: So go to signthepact.com and not everyrace.net.
Me: No, jointhepact.com not everyrace.net. Never let us mention that website ever again. It’s really good but it’s
just too complicated. I tell you where they went wrong with this campaign, you know what the FIA did wrong. Back
in February, we suggested, why don’t they start this campaign in Australia and not try to make an example out of the
Spanish public, remember that?
Chris: Yep.
Me: If they’d have done that, Max Mosley wouldn’t have got into his whole debacle. He could have been there in
Australia, he could have launched this campaign as it should have been.
Chris: Yea, the Max thing wouldn’t have happened yet. It does just feel like it’s run out of steam because they
announced it in February and nothing’s happened for three months.
Me: It didn’t help that Bernie slammed it almost immediately after it was announced, did it?
Chris: Hamilton didn’t even seem that bothered either though, because obviously the original abuse was aimed at
him but he just said yea, I’m happy to go to Spain, it’ll be fine, no problems.
Me: Yea, absolutely. Complete waste of time, the whole thing and we’ve waste too much time talking about it.
Qualifying
Chris: Well that was quite some qualifying wasn’t it?
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Me: You mean you didn’t see that coming?
Chris: Well, it’s not that unexpected, actually. You know, to go really light and do really well in his home country.
Me: True, maybe we should have forseen it. I thought it was very good, very exciting. Very dramatic last couple of
laps.
Chris: Damn that Kimi stealing his pole position.
Me: I don’t know, I think it was probably for the best. It would have been just too perfect if Alonso got pole in his
home country.
Chris: It was a good lap though, obviously Renault have made some improvements.
Me: Well, they made a step forward in testing but that much of an improvement?
Chris: No, he was clearly very light.
Me: How light do you reckon he is?
Chris: Lighter than everyone else.
Me: Yea.
Chris: He’s probably even more happy though, because Hamilton seems to be struggling slightly.
Me: Messed up McLaren’s strategy somewhat, didn’t it? I don’t think they expected to be behind the Renault and
certainly not as far back as fifth and sixth.
Chris: He was a bit cheeky though, because he said he didn’t mind being in the middle of the pack at the front,
because all the other drivers around him were good and professional.
Me: Right, so all the people behind him they’re the unprofessionals.
Chris: That’s what it sounded like.
Me: Paid unprofessionals.
Chris: What’s wrong with the McLaren though?
Me: Looks like they’ve lost out a little bit during the last test. A lot of teams made steps forward, they’ve not made
such a big impression. Maybe this circuit isn’t ideal for them, but Ron did say judge us on our performance in Spain. I
judge them to be not very fast.
Chris: Maybe they’re saving everything for the race.
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Me: It’s gonna be a hell of a strategy if they are. They’ve been sandbagging the whole of this time, even in qualifying.
That’s not right, surely. I think they’re in trouble and by the end of the Turkish Grand Prix they could find themselves
a long way down the championship standings.
Chris: Hamilton said he was a bit surprised by his performance. And someone else who was a bit shocked and
disappointed in their performance was Coulthard.
Me: I’m not surprised, that was a diabolical showing. What on earth happened there?
Chris: Compared to Webber in seventh, that’s a pretty poor qualifying.
Me: That’s a significant difference between the two of them, isn’t it? Coulthard did blame Force India for following
really closely on his outlap therefore he couldn’t warm up the tyres in the way he hoped he could do but that seems
like a poor excuse to me. He didn’t get it right when it counted.
Chris: It’s all very well blaming traffic but that’s a 20 minute session. There’s not traffic all the time.
Me: It’s not the M25 out there, is it? He should be able to find space, and he didn’t, and he failed. Bad, bad, bad
position.
Chris: Force India haven’t made any progress in their getting into Quali 2.
Me: None at all. None at all. They’ve been threatening since the beginning of the season and have nothing to show
for it. Still not managed it, still not even close.
Chris: They’re all talk.
Me: Yea, they are. It’s all tenths and two tenths with them, but nothing to show for it yet, no. They must keep trying.
Chris: And Bourdais said he wanted to get into Quali 2 which he did, so that’s good. But he couldn’t get any further.
He was last in Quali 2. He was on a lap, and then he just stopped.
Me: He didn’t just stop, he messed up one of the corners. He missed his apex and ended up on the wrong part of the
track, decided to abort his lap, which is slightly different.
Chris: He didn’t even try.
Me: Well no, he was trying, then he messed it up and realised it would be a fruitless attempt because he needed
every single tenth he could get, and by throwing away the couple of tenths that he did, decided that he would just
save his tyres, save fuel, just come back in and not risk damaging the car anymore.
Chris: There appear to be quite a few new bits added to the cars since the test.
Me: I think that’s to be expected. It’s the traditional time when teams bring new parts to their car. I did notice that
the BMW has a bit of a shark fin, similar to that that Renault and Red Bull and Toro Rosso are running. It’s slightly
smaller and more subtle but it does the same kind of thing. It’s a little bit of a flick up behind the engine cover. In the
comments on the site, Lou did spot that Honda weren’t running their front wheel bins in Free Practice 3 or
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qualifying, although they were running them in Free Practice 1 and 2. Not sure what happened there, I guess they
didn’t do exactly what they were hoping they would.
Chris: They were running the Dumbo ears though.
Me: Oh, they’re pretty ugly.
Chris: ITV commented on them a lot.
Me: Yes, they’re not happy with them at all, are they? They’re just plain ugly, they were when they first introduced
them at the test a long, long, long time ago. They haven’t improved. I don’t think they make the car any quicker, it
doesn’t appear to have made much difference and personally, I’d knock them off. I hope that both Honda’s hit the
back of another car and lose their front noses, and maybe the replacement noses are missing the Honda wings.
Chris: And there’s a difference between the two Ferrari’s rear wing.
Me: Mr Baumgartner pointed this out on the comments, didn’t he?
Chris: The actual Baumgartner?
Me: Zsolt himself. Actually, I’m not sure. I don’t know. Probably not Zsolt. He’s probably got better things to be doing
than spotting Ferrari rear wings and then commenting on our website. But he’s right. Kimi had a different rear wing
profile to Massa.
Chris: Is it unusual for two team mates to have different parts?
Me: It is for Ferrari because usually they have their aero department sussed and they know exactly which parts to
run for which circuits. Sometimes when a team’s lost it’s way in the aero department… Honda, for example… they
might run two different sets of wings for comparison throughout the race, but from Ferrari’s point of view, not usual.
Chris: So, why are they running different setups then, is it just that they prefer the different wing?
Me: Well, I think the wing that Kimi’s running is the one that Ferrari used in Bahrain and in the test last week.
Massa’s using the flatter style wing. It doesn’t lift up at the endplates in the same way that Kimi’s new one does. I
guess he doesn’t like the feel of the new one so therefore, he’s just elected to stick with the old one. Slightly unusual
but each to their own.
Chris: It didn’t work out so well for him though, because Kimi got pole and Massa didn’t.
Me: Yea, but Massa didn’t get pole with the new wing in Bahrain so maybe he’s just not happy with either of them.
Chris: Maybe he should design his own special wing.
Me: Maybe he will. Maybe the next race he’ll turn up with his own drawing, his own design, drawn on the back of a
Marlboro packet.
Chris: It is Kimi’s first pole of the season.
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Me: Yea, he’s struggled in qualifying this year, although this weekend, he’s looked absolutely peerless. Nobody has
looked like coming anywhere near close to the times he’s able to set on a long run. He’s in a world of his own.
Chris: Well, Heidfeld did beat him in FP3.
Me: Yea, I don’t think he was going for times during that session. I think he was just checking out his tyres on a
longer run. I think in the race, the guy is gonna be unbeatable.
Chris: So, you predict he’s gonna win then.
Me: Yea, it’s gonna take an unusual set of circumstances for him not to. How do you see the first corner panning
out? That’s going to be the most important point of the race, isn’t it? Traditionally, races at this circuit, they’re not
very interesting. Therefore, the drag down to the first corner and the first lap are gonna be where it’s all at. What do
you think is gonna happen?
Chris: It’s a long, long way to the first corner.
Me: Yea, but the first corner, as pointed out by Scott in the comments, is now asphalt, whereas last year it was
gravel and Alonso went bouncing across it, didn’t he? So, that should maybe change the emphasis on the first
corner.
Chris: Alonso, when he was in Renault before, he used to be good at starting. He used to be super quick off the line. I
don’t know if that’s still true.
Me: I don’t know if Renault have that start light advantage now. Have we noticed this year? Haven’t noticed them
make up too many places at the beginning of a race, so possibly not. How do you think the extra tarmac will make a
difference?
Chris: I don’t know.
Me: You really don’t know? The only thing that strikes me is that now there’s no risk of ending up beached in the
gravel, more cars will go in hotter and potentially have more run off area and will end up going wider, so there could
be more chaos going down to the first corner, and you could end up with a Safety Car situation, or worse, this early
in the Grand Prix. What happens if Alonso retains his position and ends up, at the end of the first lap, still in second
place? In a car that’s not as fast as the cars around him?
Chris: Trulli train.
Me: A Trulli train with Alonso in the car. If he manages to hold up all the cars behind him and let Kimi run away with
it, the guy’s gonna be a pit stop ahead before Alonso even comes in.
Chris: Well, it all depends how early Alonso comes in as to how far Raikkonen can get ahead. But even if it’s at 11
laps or something, Raikkonen’s still gonna get a good lead.
Me: Should be enough, on a dry day, with the amount of rubber that’s on the track, it’s going to be a humungous
lead.
Chris: So who else do you think is gonna join Raikkonen on the podium?
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Me: Alonso’s not going to be able to stick there the whole of the race, even if he manages to hold up a number of
other cars. He’s gonna fall backwards, so, let’s put in second place Kubica, and then in third place, difficult one, I’m
gonna go for Kovalainen, because I think he’ll keep his nose clean at the beginning of the race. At the first corner,
he’s going to keep out of trouble, and then he’ll just sail away and end up in third.
Chris: We still think Kovalainen’s going to do better than Hamilton, then. A lot of people have been saying this.
Me: Possibly, possibly. I don’t know. I could see Hamilton getting a bit frustrated. Last race, he obviously made a
couple of mistakes. This race he’s desperate to prove himself, and McLaren haven’t given him a car, with which to do
that. So, I believe he’s probably going to overdrive it and try and make up for his failings before.
Chris: Martin Whitmarsh did say that. He was trying to defend Hamilton and said he was just overdriving the car
because it’s not good enough.
Me: No, and it isn’t, it really isn’t. Hamilton hasn’t comprehended that yet, he still thinks it’s a race winning and
championship winning car, and therefore he’s going to try and drive it too hard, too fast, and either kill his tyres or
just collide with somebody else, again.
Chris: Before I do my predictions, we have had a voicemail from Jordan, giving us his.
[Begin Voicemail]
Jordan: Hi, it’s Jordan again. Just calling to make my Spanish Grand Prix predictions. I thought it was quite interesting
how qualifying went, with Alonso starting second. I think that’s pretty cool, it’s interesting to see how McLaren is
struggling a bit. It was weird to see Nick Heidfeld starting ninth, little disappointing to see from him, considering he
did 20 laps in qualifying, that’s pretty much the most out of everybody. Anyway, so my predictions are, I think it’s
gonna be my two favourite drivers up front. Kimi Raikkonen’s gonna finish first, and Fernando Alonso second, and
for third, I think, again, we’ll see Robert Kubica finish on the podium for third place.
[End Voicemail]
Chris: So Jordan thinks that Alonso will get on the podium which is more confident than Alonso himself, because he
said he was going to be fighting for points.
Me: Jordan, you are a brave man. It could happen, it could be that Renault really have found an awful lot of pace in
their testing. It could be that their J damper has made an awful lot of difference and Alonso really is as quick as he
thinks he is.
Chris: The what now?
Me: J damper is the component that Renault so far haven’t been able to run this year due to fear of accusation of
cheating by stealing McLaren’s secrets. They’ve finally got authorization from the FIA to run it at this race and it
looks like it might have given them something of a car advantage.
Chris: Well, I wouldn’t say a car advantage, but a better car than they had before.
Me: I dunno if it’s going to be good enough to get him on the podium though. What are your predictions, because
you seem to be remaining quite quiet about this.
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Chris: Yea, I don’t really know.
Me: You don’t know. Have you been paying attention?
Chris: Yea, I have, yea. But it’s been so mixed up, you just can’t tell really.
Me: Free Practice 2 on Friday was mental, and Free Practice 3 wasn’t a whole lot better, and we weren’t expecting
the qualifying grid we got.
Chris: When there are sessions that have Force India’s at the top…
Me: Which they did, didn’t they? They did really well in Free Practice 2 on Friday, for half the session or more
almost, they were right at the top of the timesheets. And Williams too.
Chris: Yea, I just can’t comprehend these things. But if I was gonna have a guess, I’d say that Raikkonen is gonna walk
it, obviously, then Massa and then probably Kubica.
Me: Kubica on the podium but not for the win. We don’t think BMW are ready to win a race just yet.
Chris: I think that they can do it but it all depends on both Ferraris being out of action. I used to think that maybe it
was Ferrari and McLaren they had to beat, not so much McLaren now, but they’ve definitely got to get past both
Ferraris.
Me: They’ve overcome the McLaren hurdle. I do worry that we’re all putting too much faith in Kimi, because not one
of us, including Jordan has suggested that Kimi is going to be anywhere other than first. We could all be very, very
wrong.
Chris: Anything can happen, and that’s why we love it.
Me: Yea, someone’s going to run into the back of him, he’ll be gone. I’ve changed my mind. No, I can’t change my
mind.
Chris: Don’t tell me, Sato’s gonna win. Well, we’ll find out if Sato does manage to get the win because after this short
break we’ll be back with all our thoughts on the race plus a Fantasy Racers Update.
[Jingle: “If you don’t have the time to trawl through website after website looking for Formula 1 news, let F1 Minute
do the hard work for you. Delivered to your ears every weekday, F1 Minute is 60 seconds of headlines keeping you up
to date with drivers, teams, rules, regulations, testing, races, launches, results, quotes, anything you can think of.
Visit F1Minute.com for all the details and to find the latest show.”]
The Race
Chris: Well that race was a bit more exciting than we were expecting, wasn’t it?
Me: Lots and lots and lots and lots to talk about. Shall we get started?
Chris: Well first, I just wanted to point out that the teams had a meeting on Saturday, didn’t they?
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Me: Bit of a semi‐public meeting, actually. They didn’t do a lot to try and hide the fact they were congregating.
Chris: And they were talking about Max, weren’t they?
Me: At first they were talking about KERS, because I think a couple of teams are struggling when it comes to getting
their KERS development underway. So that was their initial reason for meeting but then the subject turned to Mr
Mosley.
Chris: And they were trying to sign some kind of statement or agreement that they don’t want him anymore.
Me: I think Bernie was leading this and he was trying to get the teams to come to some sort of unanimous
agreement that they’re not happy with the fact Mr Mosley is still in the position he is in.
Chris: He didn’t get a unanimous agreement, though.
Me: You never do in Formula 1, do you? When you need it. Three teams decided that they couldn’t or didn’t want to
sign the agreement there and then.
Chris: Ferrari, Red Bull and Toro Rosso, and possibly Williams.
Me: Williams are circumspect because presumably Frank Williams could have signed the document, whereas the
other three didn’t necessarily have the right authorisation to sign it, so they’re a maybe. Nobody’s entirely sure on
their position just yet.
Chris: You were quite happy, weren’t you, because Stefano Domenicali looked like he wanted to sign it, he just didn’t
have the authorisation to do so.
Me: Jean Todt wouldn’t have wanted to sign it so it’s lucky that he’s gone. But the new boss at Ferrari, he wants to
but doesn’t have any authorisation to do so. So, that’s a step forward for the red team.
Chris: They’re never going to get a unanimous agreement though, are they?
Me: Maybe, maybe not, but even if they did, I’m not entirely sure what good it’s actually gonna do.
Chris: So, onto the race, anyway. Before we start, I’d just like to say that the BBC are hopeless.
Me: Why have they upset you now?
Chris: Usually I’m a big fan of the BBC, but this week they made me look like a fool.
Me: Well, no, you had a really good idea, didn’t you, you did something we should have done a very long time ago,
and that is run Radio 5live on your PC, so that when the adverts on ITV come on, you can just turn those down and
turn your PC up. Whereas in the past, we used to run picture in picture and flip between ITV and the radio channel
on the TV.
Chris: Yea, I don’t know why we didn’t think of it before because it’s much easier my way.
Me: Anyway, do tell us what you did wrong.
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Chris: So I clicked on the radio and I had it turned down, and the adverts came on, and I turned it up, and I thought,
that’s odd, I don’t… that doesn’t make sense. I thought they were running behind a safety car.
Me: They were.
Chris: And he was saying that he was going really fast, and I thought you can’t really go that fast behind a safety car.
Me: No.
Chris: So, it didn’t make sense, but I thought that’s fine. Then the next lot of adverts come along, I turn it up again,
he’s talking about someone that’s retired. That’s odd, did he come back out again?
Me: And he said Hamilton had a crash.
Chris: Yea.
Me: At which point you got a bit confused.
Chris: I thought that’s funny, must be talking about the wrong race.
Me: He was.
Chris: Yea, it was Bahrain.
Me: What did you do? Why are the BBC at fault?
Chris: Well, I went to the website, I clicked on Radio 5live and it just said sports. I thought that’s weird, maybe that’s
not the Formula 1 thing, so I went to the bit that says Listen to the Grand Prix, I clicked on there, but it was the
Bahrain Grand Prix.
Me: You missed the one that says click here for live radio.
Chris: Well no it didn’t say that, the live radio just said sports and I assumed that was gonna be football or
something.
Me: Okay, so you were led down the garden path. Doesn’t bode well for next year, does it?
Chris: No. But aside from being quite confused, I loved it. I liked the race.
Me: It was really good for a Spanish Grand Prix which is known to be less than exciting, I thought it was a pretty good
race all in all.
Chris: A lot of people seemed to say it was a bit boring, a bit of a procession, but I actually thought there was enough
to keep it interesting.
Me: If it wasn’t for the safety car halfway through, it would have become something of a procession, but as it
happened, that kind of broke up the rhythm of the race a little bit.
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Chris: There was a safety car on the first lap, wasn’t there? But before that, two drivers had issues on the installation
lap.
Me: Two drivers? I know one of them, Alonso, and…?
Chris: Hamilton. He locked up.
Me: Yea, he had a bit of smoke but nothing like as bad as Alonso messed up.
Chris: Alonso was zig‐zagging back and forward as you do, to warm up your tyres, and he went on the grass.
Me: This was on the last corner just before he takes his position on the grid, and he nearly flung it into the pit wall.
Chris: Slightly embarrassing on your home Grand Prix.
Me: He would have been humiliated and gutted.
Chris: Flavio did not look impressed, either.
Me: No, he did save it, but I think it ruined his start because he had so much grass on his tyres he wouldn’t have had
time to get rid of it and a bit of a balls up from Alonso.
Chris: We assume that if maybe he had cleaner tyres he would have been able to get away a lot quicker but as it is,
he let Massa past him.
Me: Yea, he got a really good jump the second the lights went out, he was right with it, and he should have had the
pace, but he got bogged down a little bit. Even Kubica who we know has issues starting that BMW, he was almost on
his tail, so definitely not as good as he should have been and it sort of messed up the rest of the race, really, for him.
Chris: He was fuelled heavier than we expected, wasn’t he?
Me: He was, actually, quite a bit. Credit where credit’s due, that Renault has found a certain amount of pace this
week and definitely things are looking up for them.
Chris: It was still lighter than everyone else.
Me: Not by much though, only a couple of laps.
Chris: I think it was three laps on Massa.
Me: Yea, but Kimi, Kimi was one lap heavier than him. That was a stellar lap in qualifying by Raikkonen, who’s not
done very well thus far this year in terms of qualifying pace against his team mate.
Chris: I do want to say something about the Ferrari pit stops actually, but before we do that we need to go back to
the first lap because more happened.
Me: I’m getting carried away here, aren’t I? Sorry. The first lap, Sutil had a bit of an incident, didn’t he?
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Chris: Yea, well, he bumped into Coulthard.
Me: Yea, the crash magnet at the moment.
Chris: That spun him round in the middle of the race track.
Me: And Bourdais had to take evasive action.
Chris: Yea, and then Vettel crashed into the back of him.
Me: No, the front of him because he spun round. It was nose to nose. They took out each other’s nose cones.
Chris: Right. Yep. And then a Super Aguri crashed into the back of Vettel.
Me: Which we think was Davidson.
Chris: Think it was Davidson.
Me: Took out the rear of his car, so there wasn’t much left of that Toro Rosso by the end of that first corner, was
there?
Chris: Poor Vettel.
Me: It wasn’t his fault really, was it? This time. He had nowhere to go, although I would put some of the blame on his
qualifying performance. Which, had it have been better, he wouldn’t have been in the position he was in and again,
he didn’t do very well in qualifying.
Chris: It does mean he’s got a bit of a scary statistic going on, in that he’s only managed to finish 14 racing laps out of
a possible 230ish.
Me: Yea, not finished a race this year, the poor lad.
Chris: There’s one other start I wanted to pick up on and that was Hamilton. Did he or did he not veer over towards
Kovalainen?
Me: It was a bit of a sudden move, almost Schumacher‐esque chop, although not from the front row. I’d like to know
what Kovalainen thought of that. Obviously he’s got other things on his mind right now, but I do wonder whether he
was entirely happy with that move right at the beginning. It was a little bit naughty, I thought.
Chris: It worked out for Hamilton though, because he jumped a place or two, didn’t he?
Me: He knew where he wanted to be, he wanted the inside line into that corner, and that’s what he was going to do.
He knew exactly what he was going to do. I presume the McLaren drivers had discussed it before and therefore it
wasn’t a huge problem, otherwise it was quite dangerous.
Chris: Like you said, Kovalainen’s got a bit more on his mind than that, though, with his big crash.
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Me: Almighty smash. Another McLaren wheel failure. Not the first time we’ve seen that. Almost identical to
Hamilton in Nurburgring last year, wasn’t it?
Chris: Yea, but wasn’t that to do with a wheel gun? Whereas this time it was a wheel rim failure.
Me: Yea, McLaren haven’t confirmed exactly what the problem was, whether it was a failure, or there was a rumour
that it might be a stone that got in there that might have caused the problem. So, it was slightly different, it looked
somewhat omni‐present as the same situation and I don’t know why it’s McLaren who always have these problems.
They must be doing something wrong somewhere, surely?
Chris: You know we have a bit of a thing at the moment about bad reporting?
Me: I certainly do, woman.
Chris: Well, The Guardian reported this incident as: Lewis Hamilton’s team mate had a crash.
Me: This is from Vee8 on Twitter. It did make me laugh.
Chris: Lewis Hamilton’s team mate had a crash. He doesn’t have a name of his own.
Me: That’s who he is. For me, that’s who he’s going to be now for the rest of the season. Lewis Hamilton’s team
mate. That’s all there is to it.
Chris: The safety car pretty much ruined Nick Heidfeld’s race, didn’t it?
Me: Well, it was Kovalainen who lost out to the safety car in Australia, and then it was Kovalainen’s crash that
caused Nick Heidfeld to lose out in this race. There is a definite problem there with the safety car rules and someone
is going to have to get them fixed soon because it’s causing, well, it’s ruining lots of people’s races.
Chris: On the Live Comment thread on Sidepodcast.com, Rich said: “Nick went from leading the race due to not
having stopped for fuel, to last place. If this happens, you may as well stop racing and park the car.”
Me: Yea, it’s something they’ve got to get fixed before Monaco because there’s guaranteed to be a safety car there,
and it’s going to ruin somebody’s race. One thing I was going to mention though, Ian Philips, on the podcast he does
with Maurice Hamilton.
Chris: The Formula One Inside Line with Maurice Hamilton and Ian Philips.
Me: Yea, that’s the one, that show there. He was talking on that show and he said Fisichella had exactly the same
problem as Nick but Force India managed to eke out his fuel until the pit lane managed to open, so it could just be a
strategic decision from BMW. They may have just made the wrong call and left him out one lap too long.
Chris: On the blog, Lou said she’d listened to that show and Ian said that Vettel was going to replace Coulthard.
Me: Bit of a scoop there. Do we think that’s true?
Chris: Doesn’t seem very likely.
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Me: Coulthard didn’t have a stellar race again, this time. Not for the first time. He was hit from behind whilst going
into a corner. Not his fault, really.
Chris: He needs bigger mirrors, though.
Me: All cars need bigger mirrors, because didn’t the same thing happen to Bourdais and Piquet? It’s a big problem,
the mirrors are too small and they vibrate too much in these modern cars, and everybody needs mandated larger
mirrors, so they know exactly what’s going on behind them. Or a camera, with a little TV screen on the dash, that
would also do the same thing. That’s what I’d do. Put a big camera on the back and a big screen on the dash.
Chris: Just like a Playstation.
Me: Yea, maybe not a Playstation, that probably won’t work. But something’s got to be done because too many cars
are taking out other cars in the middle of the race due to the fact they don’t know they’re there. They can’t see the
cars in the mirrors and something’s got to be done.
Chris: The thing I wanted to mention about Ferrari’s pit stop.
Me: Oh yes, you said you would, yep.
Chris: Whoever the guy is that pushes the buttons for the traffic lights that would be a lollipop man but he doesn’t
have a lollipop.
Me: Absolutely, the new fangled Ferrari thing.
Chris: He was a bit brave.
Me: Why’s that?
Chris: Because he held Kimi up.
Me: Yes, yea, because a car was coming down the pit lane. Even though he was basically fine for the lead, and he
could have lost it to Massa, the guy had the common sense to hold him in his pit box until the car had passed safely,
and Kimi could exit without problem. Good decision.
Chris: Which is what they should do.
Me: Do you think it’s because he’s not stood in front of a car with a lollipop? The pressure’s off him, he can analyse
the situation a bit more, he gets to look up and down the pit lane, you know, the pressure’s not quite on him to flip
that lollipop and then lift it at the right second. He’s just got his thumb on a button.
Chris: Maybe all the teams should have that, because Honda’s new lollipop man, he’s about as good as the old one.
Me: Yea, you’d struggle to mess up a pit stop as much as he did this week. What happened? He released Barrichello
a little too early into the path of a Force India, didn’t he?
Chris: Well they were basically going side by side and then the Force India went into his pit box and clipped
Barrichello’s front wing.
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Me: Barrichello then had to proceed all the way round the track with a slightly dislocated wing, and then come back
into the pits again, not very clever.
Chris: I’m not quite sure why they didn’t just drag him back? They must have seen it happen.
Me: Yea, but Force India’s quite near the end of the pit lane, so he would have literally… the wing would have gone,
he would have had to slam his foot on the brake and somehow pull out the way. There’s not much space there,
wouldn’t he have been in McLaren’s way if he pulled to the side? Because he has to be within the line for the guys to
grab him, I don’t think he had much choice. I think I’d have probably lost my wing on the wall though. I’d have made
sure I really completely finished it off just as I was going out. It was stuck under his front wheel and I think I’d have
just smashed it to pieces if I was him.
Chris: I’m disappointed Alonso didn’t finish.
Me: You and a couple of million Spanish fans. Why are you disappointed?
Chris: I don’t know, I just think it would have been good for him to finish.
Me: He was racing in fifth at the time, it was all going too well, wasn’t it?
Chris: He’s not that disappointed though.
Me: No, his car’s competitive, that’s what he wants, that’s what he needs, and the rest of the season should be quite
interesting with him coming back into the mix.
Chris: He said that he’s actually happy racing now.
Me: Yea, it makes all the difference, doesn’t it? I tell you what I was a bit unhappy about. You know the Spanish flag,
you know the fans obviously got into the whole Fernando Alonso thing. There was that guy with the Spanish flag
waving it in the corner? It looked like a yellow flag, most of the race. Not good, really, not sure they should have
allowed that.
Chris: Don’t let the yellow flags too close to the wall.
Me: No, absolutely not. Obviously the Spanish flag is that sort of colour, it shouldn’t be a problem at too many other
races, but they’ve got to keep that thing in check because it just looked like there was always some kind of problem
at that corner.
Chris: I guess the drivers had a way to tell that it wasn’t a yellow flag.
Me: It might have been obscured from their point of view, actually. They may have come round the corner and not
seen it, however, it was in full view of the camera, so it confused me a lot.
Chris: Ferrari are heading up both championships now.
Me: And looking really strong. McLaren don’t have much of an answer do they, to that pace?
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Chris: Button got some points, at last.
Me: Impressive drive. Silly little dumbo ears but they did the job, didn’t they?
Chris: He had quite a quiet afternoon, really.
Me: Yea, he was very, very quiet, and without Barrichello’s pit stop problem, he might have been up there too. So
good news for Honda, things are looking up, and again their season should be looking quite interesting going
forwards. Webber, he was good. Coulthard, hopeless.
Chris: Webber, again, quiet afternoon.
Me: Yea, but in the points and doing the job for his team. Coulthard, the exact opposite.
Chris: It’s almost as if trouble goes looking for him.
Me: Yea, I think it does. Sato did reasonably well, he managed to get in a lot of people’s way, although this time not
due to blue flags. He was actually racing them for position and he held up a couple of cars faster than him. So, you
know, good that he got in the mix, he had a bit of a race of it.
Chris: He finished 13th which is good.
Me: Yea, very good.
Chris: Technically last.
Me: Yes, it was, wasn’t it? No one finished behind him. Still, you know, he was in the race, which was good. He was
in the mix.
Chris: Didn’t you like it towards the end when he was racing with Coulthard. I think Coulthard was going to overtake
him, and they came on the radio to him. What was it they said?
Me: Oh, Sato, remember, you’re not racing for points, here, you’re racing for 10th. In other words, please don’t break
our car.
Chris: Please don’t break our car, bring it home.
Me: Don’t crash into him, it’s really not worth it, just bring it home. And he just went, yea, so he just let him past
after that, didn’t he? Didn’t make a fight of it. Which is a real shame, because they’ve just got to protect that car
because it’s literally the only thing they’ve got, and any bump or scratch will remain for the next race. Assuming they
get to the next race that is, but what can you do?
[Sweeper]
Chris: Fantasy Racers update now.
Me: I think we should skip this bit.
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Chris: Nope, I…
Me: Not interested.
Chris: Nope, I…
Me: No one’s, we’re bored of it. It’s been going on for weeks. No one cares anymore.
Chris: I went up.
Me: Oh did you? I went down. I did worse than you. I suck.
Chris: I went up. Only a few. I’m 106th now.
Me: Button did well for you.
Chris: He did.
Me: And, who was the other guy you had, Kubica, who did quite well. I had, yea, I had nothing worth mentioning
really, and I’m not impressed.
Chris: SteveintheUK left a comment on the blog, as he always does, actually, after every race, gives us a Fantasy
Racers update.
Me: Good stuff, what did he have to say?
Chris: He said our arch rivals Latitudinal Inertia, that one’s yours, isn’t it? They’re in 35th.
Me: Okay, so they went up again.
Chris: Whilst you’re 85th.
Me: Right. At one point we were side by side. That hurts.
Chris: And Must Beat Sidepodcast, they are in 36th.
Me: So beating us.
Chris: Quite a lot. They’re beating me by 70 teams. It’s quite disappointing. And SteveintheUK, his team is called
Racing4Last, so we assume he’s racing for last.
Me: But doing quite well, actually.
Chris: Yea, he’s 123rd, but he actually hasn’t taken part in all the races, so he’s almost doing as well as me, with less
points. What are you gonna do? It’s all change at the top of the league though, with shimanoxc in 5th place, Scuderia
Bigotez in 4th, Rubber Baby Buggy Bumpers in 3rd, NG Racing in 2nd and Fledglings in 1st.
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Me: It’s looking really tight at the top, there’s only 13 points between the top two. That’s really, really close. Actually
a quick shout out for Nelson who left a comment on the blog, actually. He is currently 6th in the overall…
Chris: Out of everybody?
Me: Out of everybody, sixth. And he’s hoping to break into the top five, along with Fledgling for Sidepodcast, next
race, which we’re really looking forward to. Two in the top five would be quite impressive.
Chris: Out of everybody?
Me: Yea, pretty much. I don’t know where we are.
Chris: I’m like, thousands down. Literally.
Me: I’m so far down, there isn’t any chance of climbing up.
Chris: There seems to be a consensus of opinion that the drivers I pick don’t seem to do very well.
Me: And you’re just figuring this out?
Chris: Well, no, what happened was on the live comment thread, SteveintheUK and Steven Roy were having a
conversation about Rosberg and they were saying it’s so unfair that Rosberg’s crashed out. And SteveintheUK said
yea, but you should have known that because Christine had him in her team.
Me: You are a jinx.
Chris: Well that’s not fair.
Me: You are to me, actually.
Chris: I don’t want to be a bad luck charm.
Me: You are.
Chris: So, apparently, I should start picking drivers that I don’t like, because then they won’t do very well.
Me: That’s all fine but Michael Schumacher isn’t in it anymore.
Chris: Oh yea.
Me: So you need another plan really.
Chris: I don’t know how else to pick.
Me: Most people tend to use statistics and previously history in order to pick drivers who might do well in a race.
Chris: Well, like based on results and stuff?
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Me: It’s a revelation, I know. It doesn’t work for me, actually, I don’t know why I’m telling you this.
Chris: Yea, I mean you spend hours looking at the data, and you’re still rubbish.
Me: Yea, I’m the worst person to listen to. Don’t listen to me. I’m sure other people out there have much better
advice that you should listen to, and not mine.
Chris: Well that’s it for our Spanish GP coverage. It’s going out a bit later than usual.
Me: Why’s that then?
Chris: Well, you know how they say that holidays are really refreshing? They say that a change is as good as a rest?
It’s not. I am bloody exhausted.
Me: Okay, so you’re going to go to sleep now.
Chris: Yea.
Me: And you’re not going to put the show up.
Chris: No.
Me: So it will probably be out some time in the middle of the week.
Chris: Yea, apologies for that.
Me: Actually, that’s quite good, because it gives me time to make a bid for NG Racing, have a word with Nelson, see
if I can’t buy myself some success.
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